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The Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust acknowledges the 

traditional custodians of the land at Jenolan, the 

Gundungurra and Wiradjuri peoples, and pays respect to 

all elders, both past and present.



Where are the Jenolan Caves?



The European Discovery
Of Jenolan Caves
While escaped convict James McKeown was the first person of
European Heritage to come across Jenolan Caves, as he was a
convict, credit for the discovery of the Jenolan Caves (formerly
known as the Fish River or Binda Caves until 1884), is generally
afforded to Charles Whalan who is pictured here.

Charles Whalan, and his brother James, along with a posse of
mounted troopers, captured James McKeown hiding in a cave in
the side of what is now known as McKeown’s Valley in 1838.

James & Charles Whalan acted as honorary guides for many years
but as the fame of Jenolan Caves began to spread, and more and
more visitors wanted to visit, it became too much for the Whalan
Brothers so they unfortunately stepped down.



Jenolan’s First Official
“Keeper of the Caves”
The NSW Government created the Jenolan Caves Reserve in
1866 and appointed Jeremiah “Jerry” Wilson as Jenolan’s first
official “Keeper of the Caves”, a position he held until the late
1890’s when his brother Fred assumed the role. Jeremiah is
credited with the discovery of the Imperial, Chifley, Jubilee,
Aladdin and Mammoth Caves amongst several others.

I first met Jeremiah’s great grand daughter Janet in 1981 when I
joined the Jenolan Caves Historical & Preservation Society.

Jeremiah passed away on the 3rd November 1907 at age 68 and
was buried in Waverley Cemetery; his wife Lucinda (pictured
here with Jeremiah) survived him and passed away in 1920.



The First Jenolan Caves House

Jeremiah Wilson, as a result of calls made by
visitors (who initially had to sleep in the Grand
Arch), constructed the first Jenolan Caves
House at the junction of Camp and Surveyor’s
Creeks in 1880 on two acres of leased land.

He gradually added to this building over the
years and constructed at his considerable
expense, a two story wooden addition. This
new addition was constructed just before a
visit to Jenolan Caves by Lord & Lady
Carrington, the Governor of NSW and his wife
in 1887.



Disaster Strikes Jenolan Caves…

Disaster struck in the early hours of March
14 1885 when a fire of undetermined origin
burnt down most of the Jenolan Caves
accommodation. Several guests, along with
Jeremiah Wilson and his family, lost all of
their personal effects.

Jeremiah was not in a position to rebuild so
the government resumed his lease; it was
subsequently awarded to Harry Smith who
was more famous for running the Railway
Refreshment Rooms for the New South
Wales Government Railways.



The New Caves House Takes Shape

Designed by the then New South
Wales Government Architect Walter
Liberty Vernon, the central part of
the current Jenolan Caves House
(left) ,commenced construction in
1897 and was open to the public in
1898. Vernon also designed the
Central Railway Station in 1906.

The addition pictured to the right
was opened in 1908 and it was in
this section that my family and I first
stayed in November 1981.



And Takes Shape…

The picture to the left shows the three
story additions of 1916 & 1925 while
above shows Caves House as it looked
between 1898 and 1908.

The future King George VI and his
wife stayed in Room 303 in 1927.



A Portent of Things to Come…

After the 1st World War and the Spanish Flu, Jenolan Caves was slowly
getting back on it’s feet when in early 1919 a bushfire scorched the
surrounding hills. Then a cloudburst on the evening of 26th February
saw a major flash flood inundate Caves House from two directions.

“…the muddy stream swirled into the daintily appointed music room,
and saturated the silken hosiery and clinging draperies of the ladies
assembled there”. The baby grand piano floated away…



James Carvosso “Voss” Wiburd
James Carvosso “Voss” Wiburd arrived at Jenolan Caves at the age of 19 in 1885
and was appointed to the position of Guide. Regretfully, not long after, he was
given a diagnosis of Consumption by his doctor and it was estimated he only had
a few months to live.

To cut a long story short, he was appointed Superintendent of Jenolan Caves in
1903, found five of Jenolan’s caves in the ensuing 18 months, retired in 1931, left
Jenolan Caves in 1932 before passing away at
Mosman in Sydney in 1942. Not bad given his
diagnosis in 1885.

He is credited with finding the River Cave and
the Pool of Cerberus Cave in 1903 and the
Temple of Baal, Orient and Ribbon Caves within
five months in early to mid 1904. The discovery
of these caves greatly added to Jenolan’s fame.

We still admire his moustache today…



The Tour Caves of Jenolan…

Broken Column – Lucas Cave                                     Pool of Reflections – River Cave                Giant Shawl – River Cave



Lucas Cave – Our Most Popular!
Our most popular tour, the Lucas
Cave receives approximately 60% of
all Jenolan Caves visitors, including
innumerable school children visitors.

Famed for the Broken Column, our
most photographed feature, it also
features the highest chamber at
Jenolan Caves, the 54 metre high
Cathedral as well as the widest. It is
also a popular performance venue
and has hosted such luminaries as
Dame Joan Sutherland & John
Denver as well as quite a large
number weddings over the years.The Exhibition Chamber in the Lucas Cave measures about 2,500m2. 

Discovered in 1860 and originally named the New Cave, it was subsequently renamed the Lucas Cave in 1878
after John Lucas MLA who was responsible for bringing the caves under government protection & control in 1872.



Chifley Cave          Imperial Cave

Discovered in 1880 and originally known
as The Left Imperial Cave, it received it’s
current name in 1952 to commemorate the
recently passed Prime Minister of Australia
the Right Honourable Joseph Benedict
“Ben” Chifley. Featured above is a view of
Katie’s Bower and “The Mystery”.

The Imperial Cave (1879) (and Chifley Cave) were both
found by Jeremiah Wilson. The Imperial Cave was so
named as he thought it had an “Imperial Majesty”
about it. It has what I consider to be the best water
view at Jenolan Caves. In about 1886, William Ridley
fell 56 feet down the discovery shaft, landed on some
wires and fortunately all he broke was his collar bone!



Diamond Cave            Jubilee Cave

An extension of the Imperial Cave, the
Diamond Cave is currently shown as an
addition to the normal Imperial Cave tour.
Perhaps it’s most famous formation is the
“Gem of the West”, a beautiful collection of
the majority of cave formations in one place. It
was from near here that Jeremiah Wilson
found the Jubilee Cave in 1893.

The Jubilee Cave is considered to be the most
isolated tour cave at Jenolan caves and is located
in the most northerly section of the tour caves. So
named because it was discovered in the Jubilee
year of Queen Victoria’s reign, it contains
impressive displays of helictites, a very rare
misunderstood type of cave speleothem (calcite
decoration). Very rarely shown to the public now…



The River Cave - a visitor favourite!

The Minaret The Grand Column                                  The Giant Shawl                                            The Pool of Reflections

While the first section of what is now known as the River Cave was known as early as around 1888, it was not
until June 1903 and subsequently August & September 1903 that the further reaches of the River Cave were
discovered by James Wiburd and Jack Edwards, his assistant. Extensive sections of the River Styx are viewed.

Long a visitor favourite, it is considered by many to be the most strenuous show cave tour at Jenolan Caves and
exhibits some excellent displays of crystal formations as depicted above. But further discoveries awaited…



Orient Cave           Temple of Baal

Indian Canopy Angel’s Wing

Without a doubt, the Orient Cave
is my favourite cave at Jenolan
Caves although the Lucas Cave is
my favourite to show visitors. The
highly decorated Orient Cave was
discovered on the 30th July 1904
by James Wiburd, Jack Edwards
and Robert Bailey (who was the
caves labourer). It is ranked by
the International Show Caves
Association as one of the top ten
tour caves visits in the world.

James Wiburd loved this cave and
did not want it open to any
visitors but it was finally opened
in 1917. It remains the only cave
in the world to be steam cleaned.

The stunning Temple of Baal
Cave was discovered on the 20th
February 1904 by Wiburd and
Edwards. Arguably the home to
some of Jenolan’s best displays
of helictites, the Temple of Baal
Cave is also home to The Angel’s
Wing, the largest known shawl
formation at Jenolan caves,
measuring in at 9 x 1.5 metres in
size but with a total thickness
averaging only 10 – 15 mm.

A tour of this cave is an ethereal
experience with stunning crystal
formation as well as numerous
biblical references. Also seen are
rare cave oolites or cave pearls.



Cerberus                 Ribbon
Due to refurbishment,
the Pool of Cerberus
Cave is not currently
shown to visitors. A
side extension to the
River Cave, it features
the Pool of Cerberus
as well as the Bath of
Venus, White Cluster
and the Arabesque,
an aragonite crystal
formation.

Aragonite is another
version of our calcium
carbonite decoration,
known as CaC03.

Rarely shown like the Pool of
Cerberus Cave, The Ribbon
Cave has two alternate names
being the Eastern Branch and
also Elphin's Ramble. It is not
a long cave (about 80 metres)
but it is narrow and affords
the visitor a close up view of
some delicate decoration. At
the end of the cave The Shrine
(pictured) can be viewed. The
Ribbon Cave has extensive
deposits of Dog Tooth Spar, a
crystal that forms underwater.

Discovered co-jointly with the
Orient Cave, it opened in 1931.



Disaster Strikes Jenolan Again…

Fire, Floods (x 2)

And Covid Closes Jenolan 

for an unprecedented four times!



Drought and Fire…

Like the rest of NSW, Jenolan suffered the effects of the 2018/2019 drought and then the unprecedented fires of
2019/2020. Much of the Jenolan Caves Reserve was burnt out and two staff cottages, the caver’s cottage and
ironically, the Jenolan Caves Rural Fire Service Brigade lost it’s fire shed but the three fire vehicles were saved…
The fire resulted in Jenolan Caves being closed for 44 days!



And Then a 1/100 Year Flood…
Over the weekend of the 8th & 9th February 2020, in a case of history repeating itself, the Jenolan
Caves Precinct suffered from a 1/100 year flood. This flood resulted in a flow of water reaching 10cm in
depth running through the Ball Room and the recently renovated café at Jenolan Caves.

The flood also resulted in significant damage to the main access road to Jenolan Caves. Jenolan Caves
was closed for 17 days while the damage was cleaned up! But guess what was just around the corner?



The Covid 19 Pandemic…!!!
Jenolan managed to stay open for just 28 days
before we were forced to close because of the
unknown future facing everyone with the
ramping up of the covid 19 virus! Our last tour
was an Imperial Cave at 5.00pm on March 22.

While Jenolan Caves House was able to reopen by
the June long weekend, the caves themselves were
placed in the “too hard” basket and along with a
reduced capacity, the cave tours themselves
reopened on the 2nd November after a closure
lasting a long 224 days, the longest closure ever.



The Rains are Coming – AGAIN…!!!
After a fairly wet year, word was received that a major rain event was on the way and that we needed to evacuate 
the Jenolan Caves site; this occurred on Friday 19th March. The rains returned with a vengeance over the weekend 
of the 20th and 21st March and resulted in significant damage to the access roads as well as the Blue Lake.

The Blue Lake – Normal Flow                                                 The Blue Lake – Flood Flow

Photo: Anne Musser



The Aftermath…

The Blue Lake
Photo: Anne Musser

The 1896 DeBurgh’s Bridge
Photo: Anne Musser



The Aftermath Continued…

(Above) The Blue Lake and (Right) Guide Stuart demonstrating
the depth of the flood in the River Cave. Photos: Anne Musser

Jenolan was again closed for 50 days…!!!



Don’t Forget the Five Mile Road…

Above and Left: Major damage to the 5 Mile Hill

A substantial land slip occurred on the 5 Mile Hill which is the main access into Jenolan Caves from the Sydney 
Caves. The photos above do not adequately portray the amount of damage that occurred and it will be a long 
term rebuild! The only access to Jenolan Caves at the moment is via Oberon and the 2 Mile Hill…!!!



So What does the future hold for               
Jenolan Caves?



We don’t know?

But…
• Jenolan is currently only operating three of our ten tours;

• We are limited to a maximum of 300 visitors per day;

• Caves House and our hospitality options are trading;

• Our major renovation programmes (Caves House and the Blue Lake Boardwalk), while delayed, are still on track; 

and

• Plans are being developed for the rebuild of the 5 Mile Hill and potential alternative transport solutions and the 
excavation of the Blue Lake



Thank You!



Questions?


